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Global financial markets entered a state of panic in
November as high inflation numbers and a new
Covid variant roiled risk sentiment. Historically,
Bitcoin holds a relatively  weak correlation to
equities with the exception being times of  global
macro uncertainty, which pushed Bitcoin down 6%
in November. Despite the shift in sentiment, crypto
companies raised  a record $3.2 billion throughout
the month in a sign that investors are bullish on the
future of decentralized gaming, NFTs,
and  infrastructure, which accounted for the bulk of
funding.  Metaverse and Layer  1 tokens largely
survived the recent sell-off and continued to surge
into December. Overall, markets are still well in-the-
green for 2021 and trade volumes are magnitudes
greater than they were pre-2020 bull run. 
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Bitcoin
Sinks in
November
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Crypto assets had a choppy second half of November with Bitcoin ending the
month in the red after hotter than expected inflation data coupled with renewed
Covid fears roiled risk sentiment. The largest cryptocurrency by market
cap  traded more like a risk asset than an inflation hedge, tumbling by 6% in
November, in a stark contrast to October's 32% gains. Most altcoins followed
suit registering negative returns in November. Ethereum gained some ground in
the last days of the month, breaking above $4.5K and ending the month up 7%.

Metaverse Token Returns Since Facebook's Rebrand as Meta

2021 Monthly Returns

Despite the overall market downturn, investors continued to bet big on the future of decentralized gaming and
NFTs. So-called "metaverse" tokens have outperformed ever since Facebook announced its rebrand as Meta on
Oct 28. Decentraland’s MANA and the Sandbox’s SAND were the biggest winners, gaining 427% and 683%
respectively. Illuvium (ILV) and Enjin (ENJ) also rose double-digits albeit at a slower pace.

http://www.kaiko.com/


The Rise of Airdrops
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An airdrop is a mechanism by which early adopters of a crypto protocol are rewarded with the project’s native
token, and at its core is designed as a marketing initiative to attract new users and raise awareness. Over the
past year, a growing number of projects are employing airdrops, with mixed results. In November, Ethereum
Naming Service (ENS) and OMG Network (OMG) rewarded early users with airdrops, to much fanfare in the
crypto industry. The price of OMG token immediately collapsed 33%, while ENS token slumped but ultimately
closed the month in-the-green. DeFi protocols were some of the first projects to employ aidrops, with Uniswap
(UNI) netting early adopters handsome gains since September of 2020. There remains controversy over the
effectiveness of airdrops in attracting new users but their overall popularity is evident.
 

Price Reaction to Airdrops

Slow transaction times and high fees on
the  Ethereum network are driving
investor appetite for alternate Layer 1
and Layer 2 protocols. L1  protocols are
alternate blockchain networks while L2
protocols are scaling services for the
Ethereum blockchain designed to
process transactions off-chain. We
compiled two indices containing the top
five L1 and L2 tokens to observe investor
sentiment.  L1s have rallied by over 600%
and L2s by  269% since the start of  Q3,
eclipsing Ethereums  relatively paltry
102% returns. This suggests that
investors are bullish on the future of L1s,
but that L2s could be a promising
solution to Etheruem's scalability woes.

Performance of Layer 1 and Layer 2 Tokens since Q3

Layer 1 and Layer 2 Tokens Rally  

http://www.kaiko.com/


Volumes are
Magnitude
Greater
Than 2020
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Over the past few months, volumes have remained well below May's highs
despite Bitcoin breaking new records, but it is important to look at volumes in
context to the growth observed in just one year. Both BTC-USD and ETH-USD
daily trade volumes in 2021 are significantly higher than levels observed
before October 2020. BTC-USD daily trade volumes have risen fivefold from
around $.7bn to $4bn as BTC’s price surged from $10k to $60k. Ethereum
has also recorded staggering growth with ETH-USD daily volume growing
from an average of $.2bn to close to $3bn in November 2021, as prices
jumped 10x from $350 to $4k.

Bitcoin and Ethereum Daily Trade Volumes
BTC-USD and ETH-USD trading pairs on top fiat exchanges

Crypto derivatives markets have undergone a similar 5x surge in volume. Below, we chart aggregated BTC future
and perpetual future volume across 3 major derivatives exchanges:  Binance, FTX and Bitmex. Binance is the
market leader with weekly volumes surpassing $200B. To put this into context, only $42B worth of Bitcoin trades
weekly on spot markets across major crypto exchanges. Bitmex,  which pioneered the perpetual future, is an
exception to the past year's volume surge, and has seen its market share fall significantly since 2019.

Weekly Bitcoin Derivatives Volumes
Futures and Perpetual Futures

http://www.kaiko.com/


The
Rise
of
DEXs
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Decentralized exchanges play a major role in the DeFi economy, with thousands
of digital assets listed and more than $600b in cumulative volume traded since
August 2020.  Today, Uniswap V3 accounts for the largest market share of
volume,  facilitating $10-$13 billion in volume every week. Uniswap V3 is an
upgraded version of V2 that enables better capital efficiency and a flexible fee
structure, although some traders still prefer to use V2. Overall, DEX volume for the
5 exchanges is on the rise again after peaking in May. DEXs first gained popularity
in August 2020, and since then volumes have surged from ~$4b / week to ~$20b.

Weekly DEX Trade Volume

The biggest barrier to adoption that DEXs face today are the high transaction fees on the Ethereum blockchain.
Every trader on a DEX must pay Ethereum transaction fees for each trade, which frequently surpass $100 due to
congestion and scalability issues. When looking at trade counts, we can observe that they have mostly stayed
flat over the past year, despite volumes increasing modestly. This is due to an increase in the average trade size.
Today, DEX's favor whale traders due to high transaction fees and average trade sizes are magnitudes greater
than on centralized exchanges. 

  

Weekly DEX Trade Count
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Market
Depth is on
a Downward
Trend
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Bitcoin and Ethereum market depth, expressed in native BTC and ETH units,
has been on a steady downward trend since March 2020. Below, we chart
the 2% market depth for BTC-USD trading pairs relative to trading volumes
aggregated across 8 exchanges. 2% market depth is calculated by
summing the quantity of bids and asks on an order book placed within 2%
of the mid-price. Depth represents market maker liquidity while trade
volume represents price taker liquidity and comparing the two measures
gives an idea of whether the supply of Bitcoin is matching demand. In the
chart below, we can observe a clear decline in BTC market depth while
trade volume, measured in BTC, has stayed mostly flat apart from several
surges during periods of volatility.
 
 

Bitcoin 2% Market Depth vs. Trade Volume

A  similar trend can be observed for  Ethereum,  showing a decrease in ETH-USD depth,  while trade volume
expressed in ETH has remained relatively stable. A drop in market depth doesn't necessarily mean liquidity is
worse - prices have surged over the past 1.5 years, meaning that the U.S. Dollar value of Bitcoin and Ethereum
on order books is higher overall. However, the divergence in depth and volume (expressed in native units) does
suggest there is some imbalance in trading activity. 

Ethereum 2% Market Depth vs. Trade Volume

http://www.kaiko.com/


Bitcoin Perpetual Futures Open Interest

Bullish Demand is Muted

Bitcoin Perpetual Futures Funding Rates
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Open Interest for Bitcoin perpetual futures dropped marginally by 5.3% in November from $13.1 Billion to $12.4
Billion as the price correction drained excess leverage from derivatives  markets. The market share of linear
contracts (USD / stablecoin margined) has steadily increased from 55% to 60% since the start of Q3. Combined
with lower leverage limits on major exchanges, this could explain why price volatility has not wreaked as much
havoc in cryptocurrency markets over the past few months.

Following Bitcoin's bearish pullback from all time highs, Bitcoin perpetual funding rates briefly turned negative
before resetting to neutral territory as the market flushed out some leverage. According to data from the Block,
$580mn in long liquidations were triggered between Nov 15-18 as Bitcoin's price dropped 10%. The funding rate,
which represent the cost of holding long positions when positive, are seen as a gauge of market sentiment and
leverage. Funding rates have recovered and are currently hovering in neutral territory on most exchanges,
indicating bullish demand is muted.

http://www.kaiko.com/


ProShares' First-Mover Advantage

NAV of U.S.  Bitcoin ETFs
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Since the SEC's approval of the first
Bitcoin Exchange Traded Fund in
October, investors can  now gain
exposure to cryptocurencies via three
futures-based ETFs listed on the New
York Stock Exchange. However,
ProShares clearly possesses a first-
mover advantage when analyzing net
assets for the three funds.  ProShares
commands a market share of over 95%
with NAV exceeding $1.4
Billion.  VanEck's ETF, which started
trading in November, has failed to
capture investor attention despite lower
fees of 0.65% relative to ProShares’
0.95%. Valkyrie's ETF is fairing
slightly  better, with $58M in net assets.
Competition will likely heat up as the SEC
approves more funds.

As of November 30th, 2021

Performance of ETFs vs. Bitcoin Spot
Base Value : $100

While the approval of a futures-based ETF was a huge milestone for the crypto industry, a spot-based ETF will
likely be more performant. Futures-based ETFs need to periodically roll their exposure into longer term contracts
as the front end contracts expire which can negatively impact the fund's performance, especially if futures prices
are higher than spot (a phenomenon known as "contango"). ProShares, which on November 19th rolled its
futures contracts, has underperformed relative to Bitcoin spot prices by 1.4% while the recently launched VanEck
currently outperforms spot prices by 1%.

http://www.kaiko.com/


Inflation
Jitters
Shake
Markets

Bitcoin vs. U.S. Inflation
Core Consumer Price Index Year Over Year Growth

Bitcoin vs. The U.S. Dollar
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The U.S. Consumer Price Index (CPI) rose at its fastest pace in 30 years last month
as supply bottlenecks continued pushing prices up. The core CPI —which excludes
volatile food and energy prices and is often seen as a gauge of long-term inflation—
was up 4.6% y/y in October. Bitcoin rallied to an all  time high minutes after the
announcement mid-November before retreating in the following hours as risk-off
sentiment spilled into crypto markets. Below, we chart the core CPI along with Bitcoin
prices since the start of the year and observe that they have moved in lockstep over
the past few months. However, the emergence of a new Covid strain at the end of
November weighed on risk assets including crypto, with Bitcoin falling below $55K
for the first time since early October.

The U.S. Dollar hit a 17-month high in November as investors sought safe-havens on inflation worries and
renewed lockdown fears in Europe. The Dollar index (DXY), which measures the performance of the greenback
against a basket of competing currencies, strengthened to 96, its highest level since July 2020. This has put
pressure on riskier assets such as crypto and emerging market currencies. Below, we chart Bitcoin and the DXY
since September and can observe they have mostly moved in the opposite direction.

http://www.kaiko.com/
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Lira's Meltdown Spurs Bitcoin Adoption

BTC-TRY Trade Volume vs. TRY-USD Exchange Rate
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The Turkish lira (TRY) hit record lows
against the U.S.  Dollar,  losing 55% of
its value since the start of September.
We chart  Bitcoin trade volumes
executed against TRY along with the
USD-TRY exchange rate and can
observe that the lira devaluation is
mirrored by strong growth in BTC-TRY
trade volumes. Despite inflation
nearing 20%, the Turkish central bank
cut its policy rate by 100bsp, further
contributing to the lira’s historic
meltdown. This could favor crypto
assets which are seen as a safe haven.
According to on-chain data from
Chainalysis, currency devaluation has
been among the main drivers of
cryptocurrency adoption in Turkey
which accounts for a large percentage
of crypto use in the Middle East.
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